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Programme – 2014

Monthly meetings
Last Wednesday, of each month at 18h00
at the new Plant Sciences Building, University
of Pretoria (see website for a map). Topics for
the reminder of the year are given below.
 27 August: Aids and Gadgets
 24 September: Special Techniques
 29 October: Laser & Water Cutting
 26 November: Safety Products

Exhibition
Saturday 20 September 2014

New Hope School

2014
25th Anniversary of the Woodworking

Association of Pretoria

Celebratory breakfast
Saturday 1 November 2014

Reserve this date in your diary!
Detail to follow

Cabinet Makers
By Klaas Coetzee

May Meeting
On the 10th of May 2014 Neville Comins’s home in

Constantia Park became the focal point of our group’s

attention, with the theme of the day being table saws

and saw blades. Refer to the June Tambotie for the

photographs of the meeting.

In conjunction with this, we also had a show and tell

regarding our project of the last few months, the

serving tray. Although there were only a few

participants who completed the project, we had some

excellent examples on display.

Another highly regarded, very useful and practical

extension to anyone’s workshop was presented by

Lourens Pretorius. His saw blade storing box provides

a safe and effective means of storing blades that

protects not only the blades but also avoids the

misplacement or accidental injury that can result if

blades are incorrectly stored.

Our workshop topic kicked off with a comparison

between differences in quality of genuine USA made

saw sliding fences and that of the cheaper Taiwanese

copies. Which was followed with an in-depth

discussion regarding the construction of a basic table

saw. This discussion was further expanded on with a

very interesting DVD.

An interesting and very informative collection of saw

blades and their development over the decades was
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also on display. There were various blades, from

simple eight tooth blades manufactured using tool

steel without any expansion caps or brass inserts, to

the introduction of tungsten bits and cutting teeth to

what we have today, the modern 96 tooth blade.

A number of these blades even had positive and or

negative rankings, in relation to cutting composite

boards without breaking the veneer or coating. In

comparison to modern cutting methods that involves

the use of a scoring blade.

There were also several examples of dado blades,

which are stackable and allows for the cutting of

different widths of grooves. In conjunction with this

there was a wobble type set blade as well, which

wasn’t very popular at its time.

We then adjourned to the Lapa for coffee and some

delicious snacks prepared and lain out by Neville’s

wife Margaret, whom we thank for their hospitality.

With the tea break over, Neville allowed us to have a

peek at the intricate wood artwork, because that is

what it is, on his grandfather clock. And gauging from

the effort he has put into it, I’m certain it will be the

forerunner for best in show at our coming exhibition on

the 20th of September 2014 at New Hope School.

Keep it up Neville, as it is such craftsmanship that

makes woodwork so special.

We concluded the workshop with the viewing of a Fine

Woodworking production DVD titled “Mastering Your

Table Saw” by Kelly Melhar, which as many of fine

woodworking’s production is a must and a real eye

opener, even to those who think they know all there is

to know about wood sawing.

Our next meeting was scheduled for Gelis Harmse’s

workshop (as I’m writing this in past tense), with the

theme for the occasion being Kitchen Cabinet

Hardware. This was the first installment of trilogy on

cabinet design, making and installation, and was not to

be missed by those interested. We also introduced

our new “self-study” project, the making of a wine

table.

June Austro and Woodex Shows
June has become quite an eventful month with several

woodworking and woodworking related shows. Being

creatures of habit, a group of us were drawn to these

events and thus we made a day of it and attended both

the Austro and Woodex shows on the same day.

Austro being the farthest was first on the list, and those

who have attended the show before would have been

quick to notice the sudden deviation in the machines

on display. Apparently, solid wood processing

machinery has taken a backseat to board processing

models. While the ever-dependable Hammer and

Felder models were on display, there was an obvious

shift in the target market.

The presence of smaller companies, marketing shop

fitting accessories, spray equipment as well as

abrasives and glue, it was obvious that the economic

pinch in the woodworking business is still evident.

After that we paid a quick visit to the CMC group, just

around the corner from Austro, here we also noticed a

huge shift in the market, with most of the machinery on

display being either Chinese or Taiwanese in origin.

The company seems to have shifted their focus to

affordability.

From there we travelled to Gallagher Estate for the

Woodex Show. The show, which makes an effort to

cover all aspects of wood processing, from cutting

down trees to special CNC machines for decorative

work. If you registered early, via the Internet, entrance

was free with lots to see. We visited several stands

from China based cutting tool companies to Woodpro

based in India and a company that specializes in CNC

machines.

There was a lot to see and it is definitely a show to

make a day of, and we returned home having had our

share of the woodworking experience.
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Lede van die Houtwerkers Vereniging

Oorhandig Stoele aan Nuwe Hoop Skool
Vir ‘n geruime tyd het ons aan Nuwe Hoop Skool ‘n

aantal stoele belowe, en met bydrae van tyd, hout en

kundighede deur Andreas Swart, Klaas Coetzee en

Willie Marneweck was hierdie projek aangepak. Na

ure se saag, meet, skuur, afwerk en aanmekaarsit het

die sestien stoele ‘n werklikheid geword, en op 13

Junie 2014 het ons hierdie belofte nagekom deur die

stoele aan die skool te oorhandig.

Ons was hartlik verwelkom in die personeelkamer deur

die skoolhoof, Mnr. Harmse, Marize Joubert, die

onderwyseresse van die graad so wel as die kinders.

Daar was ‘n kort bedankings seremonie met die

toekennings van biltong ruikers, waarna die kinders vir

ons gesing het. ‘n Koffie en eetgoed was geniet

voordat ons verdaag het.

Dankie aan al die lede wat bygedra het tot die projek

om dit suksesvol te maak.

Kabinet Werkers Werkwinkel 14 Junie 2014
Op 14 Junie 2014 het ‘n groep van ons Gelis Harmse

se werkplek in Kameeldrif toegesak. Die werkswinkel

is geleë op ‘n kleinhoewe naby die Laerskool Die Poort

en was die toetrede van die reeks werkwinkels wat

handel oor kombuis en ingeboude kaste, ontwerp en

installasie.

Die tema van hierdie werkwinkel was Moderne

Hardeware wat in die Kombuis kas bedryf gebruik

word en ons was verwelkom deur Gelis en twee lede

van die Larson’s groep, wat die handelsmerk Hettich

verteenwoordig. Daar was ‘n groot verskeidenheid

pamflette beskikbaar gewees oor verskeie produkte,

as ook a DVD.

Die werkswinkel was afgeskop met ‘n DVD vertoning,

wat die verskeie verkrygbare glybane of spore vir

binne kaste uitbeeld, met die fokus geplaas op hul

gewig kapasiteit. Die glybane is in verskeie groepe

ingedeel, met betrekking tot gewig, en met so ook die

pryse. Wat baie interessant was is dat daar verstel

punte is, om die laaie gelyk te kry.

Daar was gedemonstreer hoe om glybane te installeer

en watter gereedskap daarvoor gebruik word, sowel as

gespesialiseerde gereedskap wat vir hierdie doel

ontwikkel is – hul prys is ietwat hoog. Verder was daar

gekyk en gewys en verwys na die verskillende deur

skarniere. Alhoewel ons net ‘n klein hoeveelheid tot

besigting gehaad het, dus die algemene tipes, daar is

‘n katalogus vol en om die regte applikasies te ervaar

kan jy gerus op die firma se webtuiste gaan opkyk. En

indien jy die produk in lewende lywe wil besigtig kan jy

gerus ‘n besoek aflê by hulle vertoonlokaal in

Honeydew, Johannesburg.

Glybane en skarniere

Hettich verkoop nou ook ‘n enkel fase boor masjien, vir

die versinking van skarnier gate in deure. Maar daar

moet gelet word dat dit nie vir alle make skarniere aan

paslik is nie. Of die masjien die saamgestelde

boorkop het, om die reeks gate te boor (bekend as die

32 stelsel), weet ek nie. Indien jy belang sou stel kyk

gerus op hul webwerf.

Ons was goed onthaal binne Gelis se werksplek met

eet en drinkgoed. En terwyl die innerlike versterk was,

het die manne goed rondgekyk en talle vrae was gevra

oor hoe daar gewerk word.

Wat baie interesant was, was dat die firma wel

praktiese voorbeelde saamgebring het en kon dus op

kwelvrae beantwoord. Besigheid kaartjies was

uitgedeel en met hulp was die goedere opgepak en het

die verteenwoordigers verkas.

Na die vertrek van die verteenwoordigers het Gelis ons

sy insette gelewer. Hy het in ‘n gedrukte vorm ‘n
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opsomming gegee, en indien daar lede is wat inslag

wil he tot die inligting kan hulle gerus na Gelis se

webwerf gaan en die nodige inligting aflaai.

Gelis Harmse verduidelik die installering van

skarniere

Wat wel oplettend was, is dat Gelis slegs twee tipes

skarniere gebruik, wat op verskeie hoogtebasisse pas.

Die basiese en skarniere word as aparte onderdele

verkoop.

Dit was hier stuk by die twee uur namiddag toe meeste

mense vertrek het. Namens die Kabinet Groep wil ek

net Gelis bedank, wat in sy besige skedule plek

ingeruim het vir hierdie werkswinkel.

Ek hoop die deur het nou vir ons lede oopgegaan om

vir vroulief daai kaste te bou wat sy so graag in die

kombuis wil hê.

Spesiale Draaiers Vergadering /
Special Turners: Meeting

Ons volgende spesiale byeenkoms is op Maandag 4
Aug, 14h00 in die werksplek van Reinald Böhringer
wanneer Chris Pouncy van Sorby sal demonstreer!.

Our next special meeting will be on Monday, 4 Aug
14h00 in the workshop of Reinald Böhringer when
Chris Pouncy of Sorby will demonstrate!.

Cabinet Makers July 2014
By Paul Roberts
Some 13 keen Cabinet Makers met on the cold
morning of 12 July in the warm workshop and adjacent
garage of Willie Marneweck. The homework projects
were discussed and good progress is being made with
the table by several members.

Willie explaining the use of a tablesaw jig for
cutting tenons to Gert Moller

UNDERSTANDING WALL UNITS
Presentation on 12 July 2014
By Willie Marneweck

The main subject matter for the day was that of Wall
Units. Willie Marneweck prepared an excellent
presentation which was supported with a series of
photographs of completed projects, drawings and
sketches. The comprehensive notes for the
presentation were circulated to attendees after the
meeting and are reproduced in full below because of
their generic value. Thanks Willie for the excellent
preparations and also to your wife Petra for the
excellent refreshments which were greatly appreciated
on the cold day!

Willie Marneweck explaining details of wall units
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1. What is a wall unit?
To distinguish between large cabinets and
other built-in woodwork I use the following to
define a wall unit

- Cabinetry that stands against a wall, I once
built a wall unit facing back to back serving
also as a room divider, i.e. not standing
against a wall.

- It is a combination of cabinets or “boxes”
- It is not most often fixed to a wall; it is not

intended to be moved about
- It may be built wall to wall, wall to one open

side or open on both sides
- It may fulfil more than one functional purpose
- It is mostly purpose made for its functional

and space requirements
- Unlike in the olden days when units were

actually built and finished on site, today the
wall unit is built in small units, finished in the
workshop and then installed on site. This
requires the minimum of work on site and
certainly no further finishing.

- When the unit will stand up against a wall no
finish or special attention to the back is not
required

- Boxes need not be unduly strong because
the whole it screwed together and stays put

- Kitchen cupboards and built-in cupboards are
definitely excluded

2. Where do we start:
- What come first – function or space?
- Actually, when space is abundant, function

and cost will determine size
- When space is limited, e.g. between to walls,

the functional requirements must be made to
fit the space.

- Next the style and wood/finish need
consideration

3. What is meant by functional requirements:
- This is simply what the unit is going to be

used for.
- Although it sounds simple one must

understand what each cabinet is going to be
used for, even if it will only have a door with
space to for storage

- Requirements could be for display space,
book storage, music centre, CD/DVD storage,
liquor cabinet, etc

4. Aesthetic considerations:
- What kind of wood will be used

- Will the wood be lacquered with or without
staining

- Will the wood be MDF finished with some
colour paint technique

- Will the unit be modern (minimalist) or classic
- In the case of a classic design what kind of

ornamentation will used
- A most important aspect is the style of doors

and drawer fronts. There are many different
door designs, also with glass panes and
lattices

- Mounting of doors (similarly drawer fronts) i.e.
inset or sit on

- Must the unit have a symmetric design
- What kind of handles
- Glass panes: bevelled edges, sand blasted,

lead glass etc
- Will any form of lighting be required
- Will a cornice or fascia be incorporated, how

about a bulkhead above?
- Etc

5. Configuring the unit:
- Check, measure and note all aspects of the

proposed placement of the unit e.g.
+ Ceiling height
+ Cornice style and height
+ Skirting
+ Floor (carpet, tiles etc.)
+ Distance between side walls (if relevant)
+ Take a good look at the access to the site –
narrow passages, tight corners etc.
+ Etc

- Start by assuming a certain width (either by
limited space or what appears to sufficient)

- Building a unit around a corner poses special
consideration

- Make rough freehand sketch of the concept
as you go along, add dimensions

- Unit widths are not standardised like kitchen
cabinets, use convenient widths.

- Remember to allow some 30 – 40 mm for
filler strips when unit is between side walls

- How high will it be? Up to the ceiling or about
2200 mm, or whatever

- With this rough outline divide it into vertical
sections keeping the functional requirements
in mind. Symmetry is often preferred, but not
always

- It is very often possible and preferable to
divide the unit horizontally and often this can
be achieved with a separating top.
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- With a separating “top”, it is often
advantageous to make the lower boxes
deeper (i.e. front to back) than the upper part.
This will depend on the requirements.

- All boxes in a row need not be the same
depth, i.e. a type of breakfront may be
incorporated

- Similarly, end boxes can be skewed, with or
without function (i.e. a skewed end box may
be a closed space

- When considering the sizes of the boxes
always remember that we measure sizes on
the outside hence, the insides will be smaller

- Decide which boxes will get doors (wood or
glass pane), drawers, open, slide in doors

- Decide how many shelves will be fitted in
boxes where required

- Decide on cornice or fascia
- A base is almost mandatory, say some 100

mm high

6. Ornamentation
- The front edges of boxes: Plain or fluted

strips (40 – 50 mm wide), full or half columns,
etc

- Doors and drawer fronts can be made very
ornamental (many varieties)

- Cornices Lighting
- “Breakfronts”
- Skew fronts
- Not all boxes in a row of same depth (this

enhances the cornice on a top row)
- Lead glass or sand blasted glass doors
- Lattice or turned column doors
- Angled front boxes
- Etc, etc

7. Detail design of the unit:
- Keep the drawing simple. Just draw the

elevation to scale (20:1 is usually fine) using
a line drawing. Utilize sizes from concept
sketch

- I find it unnecessary to make “woodwork”
type drawings for every item. A box e.g. will
be shown as a plain rectangle with sizes. The
other half of the information will be detailed
on the cutting list

- Once the general outlay is configured, each
box and other items such as base, etc. must
be detailed

- In fact, all components must be detail
designed. All must fit together on site!

- Usually veneered C/B will be used for most of
the construction. Remember that there are S/f
and D/F boards. S/F is much cheaper and
can be employed where only one face will
show

- A box in its simplest form contains two sides,
a bottom, a top or two stretchers and a
backing

- Sometimes solid wood (some sort of frame
and panel) may be employed on the outer
sides of the unit (solid planks do cause
problems)

- Ornamentation must be designed onto the
boxes. Vertical strips can be made flush with
front of boxes by means of cut outs. Vertical
strips can be made to be shared by
adjoining boxes

- Where full and half columns are incorporated
special attention to the base, separating top
and cornice are required. These items are
usually “stepped” forward below/above each
column. At the top it can also pose a
challenge for the cornice design

- Doors and drawer fronts must be detailed
according to size and type of fitting chosen
(i.e. inset or sit on)

- Remember that the unit must have a base of
some 100 mm high (keep skirting in mind).
Only the visible parts need be made in
“expensive” wood. The rest can be cheap
wood or even MDF or C/B (depending on cost
saving)

- When vertical strips are involved provision
must be made for drawer runners, hinges,
shelving, etc. There are two methods of filling
the “void” behind the strips a) filler strips for
drawers or filler blocks for hinges or b)
additional internal panels spaced over the
width of the strips

- I much prefer veneered board as backing for
upper boxes. It is sturdy (shelves fit snugly at
the back) and look much better than the poor
quality ply woods available

8. Making the various components:
Making of doors, drawers, tops, etc. will not
be discussed

a) Making boxes:
- The components of boxes are best joined by

biscuits. First all boards are cut to size, edged
(veneer or 3 mm solid), rebated for backing
(only if backing will be visible from the side(s))
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and shelving holes drilled. Frame and panel
solid sides are treated the same.

- Shelves holes are drilled 5 mm dia. down the
inner sides for adjustable shelves. Standard
spacing is 32 mm although I prefer 30 mm

- Provision for ornamentation must made e.g.
cut outs for vertical strips

- In the case of double panels to accommodate
strips, it is advisable to make these sub boxes
first

- Note that the outer sides of boxes, bottoms
and tops need no finish unless it will be on a
visible side

- Veneered board backings can be screwed
down after finishing, thin backing is nailed or
stapled down

- It is possible to spray paint the box
components before assembly, but this
process is tricky, especially when decorative
strips are incorporated

b) Making cornices:
- Cornices are usually required in certain

lengths to be joined together with
mitred joints

- It is best to make the various lengths up in
rational pieces, e.g. 1 x 600 mm
Piece instead of 2 x 300 mm

- Each piece is made up with 3 strips of 20 mm
x 40 mm and length as required

- Profile each strip in such a manner that they
can be stacked with each successive strip
lying ahead of the one below by 20 mm. This
will create a stack of 60 mm high and 60 mm
forward. Of course more layers can be
employed.

- Glue and nail (with gun) the strips one on top
of each other

- To make 90 degree mitres cut pieces at 45
degrees and biscuit cut into the mitres on the
top and bottom strips. Now and then a nail
will get in the way!

- Lay flat and glue corners
- If at all practical, try to make a one-piece

cornice. If not possible prepare for a joining
on site at a suitable corner i.e. cut biscuit
slots and finish

- Tidy up the corners and apply finish
c) Making bases:
- The pieces (e.g. 20 mm x 100 mm x required

lengths) for the visible components are
profiled and mitred to length.

- Corners are mitred and joined with biscuits.

- Non visible pieces (also 20 x 100) are fitted
as necessary. Keep a fair space at the back
for wall skirting plus extra

- Fit cross pieces where boxes join
- Glue and nail 20 mm x 20 mm scrap wood

strips on the inside of the front (outside)
components flush with the top. This will allow
nails to be put down at the fronts of boxes.

- When columns/half columns are employed
the base must be stepped forward with mitres
at each column i.e. to form a protrusion. The
opening from above of this must be closed
with a filler block

- If at all practical, try to make a one-piece
base. If not possible prepare for a joining on
site at a suitable corner i.e. cut biscuit slots
and finish

d) Making half columns:
- Turning blanks are made up using two pieces
of half the required thickness.

These are laminated with a piece of paper in
between. After turning to desired shape the
column is split into two half columns

- Fancy heads and bases for half columns can
be made separately (split afterwards) while
the column itself is turned cylindrically like a
broomstick. These may even be fluted or
reeded. The whole half column is then
mounted using the three pieces.

- Half columns are always mounted against a
flat vertical strip

Alexander Wildervanck Report #2 from
Canada
Good to hear from you. It's interesting reading my
report from around my first days here. Yes, by all
means if you want to publish, no problem. The
bookcase shows the outcome of what I was describing
in my letter about horizontal grain matching. I think
Bowermans charged $44,000 for that item. I know this
sounds astronomical. It was an astronomical building
exercise but bear in mind that the Vancouver - Whistler
corridor is the most expensive in Canada and probably
in the world (at least not far behind Switzerland prices).
That entire house is now complete and full of our mill
work.
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Bookcase
(I hope a ladder was part of the project! Ed)

I'm completely in the driving seat here now. Rick gets
the contracts and I execute and manage the
construction. There's not much input from a design
point of view because in these kinds of high end
homes that's all taken care of by architects, designers
and interior decorators. I have to translate design into
shop drawings. It’s my skills with SketchUp that has
propelled me into my position more that anything else.
Bowermans wasn't producing any 3D rendering until I
came. It was all 2D and CAD drawings.

We're super busy this year. According to Rick the
busiest he's ever been. The pressure is huge and I
find it quite exhausting. We have this new
cabinetmaker from Japan (sitting at the back in the
picture) who is like a production machine. You give
him drawings and make sure he's got all the material
and the next thing you see the thing growing by the
minute. He's amazing. Such incredible skill. I really
feel quite proud to be part of this team.

Alexander (Centre-front) and his colleagues

Please give my regards to all there. I've learnt SO
MANY new tips and tricks here I'd love to share with
you guys. (I have asked Alexander for feedback Ed) I
miss the informal chit chat between woodworkers. As
professional as they are here they're not very social.
When not woodworking these guys all hide away in
their own private space. I guess that's also a survival
mode from the daily pressure.

All the best with your work and woodwork. Regards
Alexander

Editorial
Editor: Paul Roberts
E-Mail: paul.roberts@ptawoodworkers.com
Tel: 084 515 2773


